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YHI Energy and ChargeNet have a longstanding relationship built on the strong
foundations of a shared passion for electrification of New Zealand’s fleet. Both
companies are dedicated to the evolution and education of the industry and thus
strive to be market leaders in their respective specialties.
With incredible investment in New Zealand’s National Electric Vehicle Charging Network,
ChargeNet are well positioned to facilitate an encouraging charging experience not just
with end users, but also fleets. With a team of experts in-country constantly developing
their product, ChargeNet is able to offer a unique level of service and responsiveness to
their customer base.
Combining ChargeNet’s expertise in the software space with YHI Energy’s
knowledge and experience in the charging hardware space allows a
positive experience for anyone looking to electrify. YHI Energy boasts a
national distribution network of 9 warehouses, supported by
specialist sales staff. Having been part of the electrification of many
large fleets, public services and end users, YHI Energy has gained the
knowledge required to break down perceived barriers and provide a solution
that not only meets today’s requirements, but also well into the future.
Experience the YHI Energy & ChargeNet difference - join us on our journey today!

The ChargeNet NZ story began in 2015 as a few enterprising Kiwis with a dream of encouraging people to turn
on to electric vehicles. Through a mix of imagination, determination, and some pretty clever software we’re
now the largest privately owned, fast charging network in the Southern Hemisphere!
ChargeNet NZ is committed to providing and maintaining a world class EV charging network to keep
New Zealand charging into the future.
From the earliest days of any new technology, there are barriers to adoption. New Zealand is a relatively new
player on the Electric Vehicle world stage. But as we have seen the world over, being young, passionate and
innovative can change the world.
Goodbye Range Anxiety! Hello to achievable energy independence in Aotearoa.

WE HAVE T H E S O LU T I O N
ChargeNet NZ have built a nation-wide network of Rapid DC Chargers that let any EV owner quickly recharge
their vehicle, typically in 10 – 30 minutes.
Free from the constraints imposed by the hazardous nature of traditional fossil-based transport fuels, EV
charging stations can be placed in much more convenient locations, like shopping malls and supermarkets
where you would typically park for at least 20 – 30 minutes anyway.
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CHAR G E NE T I N S IG H T
Our cloud-based management software enables:
Viewing of charger statistics in realtime
Access to usage data – Energy delivered, Revenue Earnt, User sessions, CO2 savings, easy export of all
transaction and usage data in csv and pdf formats
Charger Load management
Asset management tools - installation dates, service dates, warranty records
Remote Diagnosis of faults for escalation where needed
Remote reset of chargers
Remote firmware update - keeping your charger fully up to date
Management/control of access
24/7 0800 support line for drivers and charger owners
Where your chargers are publicly available - online publishing of data through EVROAM, Plugshare,
Hubject, Google and other apps

CHAR G E NE T B I LLI N G
ChargeNet offers full billing integration on behalf of owners, enabling you to bill customers based on charging
sessions.
Charging rates are set by you and can be set on a per kWh basis, by time, or by a combination of both. Rates
can be easily changed.
Our billing services include initial set up, ongoing revenue collection and debt management.

P O RTAL MANA GEM E N T
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What is OCPP?
Quite simply, it is a language in which the
networked charging station communicates
with a back-end management system,
either proprietary or 3rd party.
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Managed solutions
Let us utilise our years of experience and expertise to deliver an
EVSE project that meets your requirements for both immediate and
long term. Whether it’s customisation of our chargers to suit your
requirements or national rollouts that require meticulous planning,
YHI will manage the project until completion and provide direct
support to installers and stakeholders.
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At YHI, our aim is to continuously provide our customers with quality products and distinctive customer
service so as to build strong customer relationships.
We offer comprehensive product ranges in solar power, electric vehicle charging, automotive, marine and
motive power products, as well as offering UPS and power systems solutions and services.
We have grown to operate from 8 locations across New Zealand and have over 90 staff. Our distribution
network includes branches in Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga, Napier, Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin and
Invercargill as well as a third party warehouse in Palmerston North.

O UR B R AND S

O U R P R O DUC T S
ELE C T RIC VEHICLE CHAR GING
YHI Energy is a leading supplier of EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) in New Zealand and the Pacific
Islands. We stock a wide range of complementary products and accessories, adapted for the requirements
of our emerging EV market.

B AT T ERIE S
At the core of all our offerings is an extensive range of VRLA, wet cell and lithium battery technologies,
suitable for a wide range of applications including industrial, solar, motive, security and automotive. Our
service includes battery sizing and stand design and manufacture for your specific application.

S OL AR E QUIPMEN T
We offer complete solar equipment solutions that are reliable and cost-effective, having been produced by
top tier brands. Our comprehensive solar equipment range includes PV modules, micro-inverters, string
inverters, hybrid systems, solar charge controllers, energy storage and mounting systems.

ENER GY S TOR A GE
Our energy storage solutions range caters to applications from small-scale, home energy storage right up
to large-scale industrial grid-connected and off-grid solutions. With world renowned brands in our portfolio,
there is a storage solution to suit every demand and budget.

P OWER QUALI T Y
YHI’s Power Quality offering consists of a full range of UPS’s to protect all electrical equipment, with
applications ranging from small home office to fully redundant data centre environments and everything in
between. Complementary to our strong UPS range, we offer the latest power factor correction technology.

ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
ARE A SMART
CHOICE
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First time drivers are
surprised at how quick,
quiet and comfortable
driving an Electric Vehicle is.
Other benefits include the
reduction of CO2 emissions
by up to eighty percent
and zero exhaust fumes
on *BEVs. Also, due to less
moving parts, maintenance
costs are less expensive.
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90%

OF TRAVEL BY
CAR IN NZ IS LESS
THAN 90KM
PER TRIP

THINK
ABOUT THE

END GAME

A Brave
New World
The world is changing,
so why not change for
the better? Electric
Vehicles make more sense
both economically and
environmentally in the
long run – the decision to
switch is a no brainer.

30%
80%
30 to 80 percent lower
in greenhouse gas
emissions

CHARGER
SELECTION

BY APPLICATION

WORKPLACE & FLEETS
Designed for companies with an EV fleet or
employee owned EVs, allowing them
to charge while they are at work

RETAIL
Perfect for malls or commercial areas.
Customers are able to charge their EVs while
they are shopping

HOSPITALITY
Ideal for charging EVs at hotels,
restaurants or leisure centres,
among others

PRIVATE HOME
Designed for private charging
of the EV while the owner is
comfortably at home

APARTMENT
Perfect for apartment blocks
and communal areas

COMMUNITY LOCATIONS
Designed to be placed in a public area such
as public parking areas where many drivers
will have access to this charging point

HIGHWAY
Designed for offering the quickest
charge and allowing drivers to continue
their journey in the shortest possible time

CARPARK
Perfect for both public and private parking
– A good solution for parking operators as
they enable communication, control and
billing

EDUCATION & HEALTHCARE
Ideal for universities, hospitals or other
public facilities where drivers can charge
thier EV while they are studying, visiting or
doing other activities
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Small, simple and smart in design, the
Delta AC Mini Plus is an installation
friendly EVSE. The Delta AC Mini+
offers Type 1 and Type 2 charging
interfaces and with the IP55 and IK08
casing, it can be adapted to indoor and
outdoor installation. Featuring RFID
access as standard this unit is a secure,
smart solution for any EV charging
requirement and coupled with the
backend system, via either 3G, Wifi
or Ethernet, allows full management,
profiling and reporting of your EVSE
infrastructure.

ACMINI+

General Specifications

Model Specifications

Voltage

230V AC/50 Hz

MODEL

ACMINISOCKET

Enclosure rating

IP55

Power Rating

1ph 32A/7.2kW

Enclosure material

Vandal-proof casing PC/PBT with IK08

Tethered/Socket

Type 2 Socket

Operating temperature

-30 to +50

Additional Features

RFID

Dimension (HxWxD)

363mm x 318mm x 130mm

FAST

MODE3

OCPP

FEATURES
• User-friendly interface and RFID authentication
• Optional network connectivity (OCPP 1.6)
• Available in Type 1 and Type 2 tethered
• Automatic recovery after nuisance trip due to
a minor fault such as OVP, UVP, OTB or OCP
without user intervention required
• Easy to install and maintain
• Compliant with all EVs and PHEVs
• The charging socket is Mode 3 IEC 61851-1
communication compliant
• Built in electrical protection
• Pre-drilled fixing and cable entry points
• CE certified

HOME

ACMINISOCK3G

ACMINISOCKWIFI

1ph 32A/7.2kW

1ph 32A/7.2kW

Type 2 Socket

Type 2 Socket

RFID, 3G & Ethernet
Connectivity

RFID, Wifi & Ethernet
Connectivity

WORKPLACE

PUBLIC

IDEAL EV
CHARGING
EQUIPMENT
The most convenient solution for
charging your electric vehicle is with
a charging station permanently wired
into your home or work infrastructure,
this allows you to make the most of the
vehicles internal charging system so you
can be sure the car has a good level of
charge when you need it.
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The Delta AC MAX is a smart AC
charger supporting maximum 22kW
output and global charging interface.
With IP55/IK10 and compact design,
the AC MAX provides high adaptability
to outdoor and limited-space sites.
By supporting ISO 15118, network
connectivity and compatible with
OCPP, the AC MAX reserves the
interoperability for system integration
and can be an ideal solution for
commercial and residential charging
sites.

ACMAX

General Specifications

Model Specifications

Voltage

400V AC/50 Hz

MODEL

AC MAX

Enclosure rating

IP55

Power Rating

3ph 32A/22kW

Enclosure material

Vandal-proof casing PC/PBT with IK10

Tethered/Socket

Type 1 Tethered/Type 2 Tethered/Type 2 Socket

Operating temperature

-30 to +50

Additional Features

RFID, ISO 15118

Dimension (HxWxD)

218mm x 371mm x 167mm

FAST

MODE3

OCPP

FEATURES
• 22kW AC charger improves parking turnover
• RFID and ISO 15118 authentication for user management
• Low standby power consumption for energy-saving
• Remote management by built-in network connectivity
• OCPP compliance enables backend system integration
• IP55 and wallmount/stand installation provides high
adaptability
• The charging socket is IEC 62196-2, SAE J1772 and
GB/T 20234
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The Delta DC WallBox has an
output power of up to 25kW with
CCS and/or CHAdeMO cables.
The WallBox design facilitates an
easy and cost-saving installation.
Communication functions and RFID
user authentication can support
both public and private charging
applications for different locations.

DCWALLBOX

General Specifications

Model Specifications

Voltage

400V/50-60 Hz

MODEL

DCWB-C2

DCWB-CH

Enclosure rating

IP55

Power Rating

3ph 50A/25kW

3ph 50A/25kW

Enclosure material

Steel

Tethered/Socket

CCS2 Tethered

CHadeMO Tethered

Operating temperature

-30 to +50
Additional Features

Dimension (HxWxD)

430mm x 680mm x 230mm

RFID, 3G and
Ethernet Connectivity

RFID, 3G and Ethernet
Connectivity

RAPID

MODE4

OCPP

FEATURES
• User-friendly interface and RFID authentication
featuring a 2.7” OLED screen
• Standard network connectivity (OCPP 1.5/1.6)
• Max 94% power efficiency
• Fan forced cooling with built in filtering
• Built in electrical protection
• DIN 70121/CHAdeMo compliance
• IEC61851-1/IEC61851-23/RCM compliance
• UL/ cUL, UL2202, UL2231 certified
• Compliant with IEC 61000-3-12

85%

of homes in New Zealand
have off-street
parking

DCWB-CHC2
3ph 50A/25kW
CHadeMO and
CCS2 Tethered
RFID, 3G and
Ethernet Connectivity
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Compact and powerful, the DC City
Charger is the ideal solution for high
efficiency urban charging. It supports
simultaneous charging output and
load distribution, which in turn helps
to optimise the utilisation of the
charging site. Along with its durable
IP55-rated casing allowing for more
installation options, DC City Charger
is compatible to OCPP which allows
further backend system integration
like user management, remote control
and energy management.

DCCITYCHARGER

General Specifications

Model Specifications

Voltage

380-415V/50-60 Hz

MODEL

DCCITY50KW

DCCITY50KWAC

Enclosure rating

IP55

Power Rating

3ph 50A/50kW

3ph 50A/50kW

Enclosure material

Steel

Tethered/Socket

CCS2, CHadeMo

CCS2, CHadeMo and
AC Type 2 Socket

Operating temperature

-30 to +50
Additional Features

RFID, ISO 15118

RFID, ISO 15118

Dimension (HxWxD)

800mm x 1500mm x 590mm

RAPID

MODE4

OCPP

FEATURES
• 50kW / 100kW simultaneous charging
• Dynamic load distribution optimizes charging service
• RFID, credit card and ISO 15118 user identification
• OCPP and network connectivity enables system
integration
• Modular design ensures high availability
• IP55 and small footprint provides high adaptability
• 94% power efficiency for energy-saving

DCCITY100KW

DCCITY100KWAC

3ph 50A/100kW

3ph 50A/100kW

CCS2, CHadeMo

CCS2, CHadeMo and
AC Type 2 Socket

RFID, ISO 15118

RFID, ISO 15118

Awarded for its design, the Veefil-RT from
Tritium is a reliable and robust electric
vehicle fast charger with an attractive design
that is easy to own and operate. Its patented
liquid-cooling system ensures maximum
product life with minimum maintenance.
The small footprint and lightweight design of
the Veefil facilitates a wide choice of location
options and easy installation.

VEEFILRT

General Specifications
Voltage

380-480VAC 3ø/50-60 Hz

Enclosure rating

IP65

Operating temperature

-35 to +50

Dimension (HxWxD)

2000mm x 750mm x 330mm

RAPID

MODE4

OCPP

FEATURES
• Liquid cooling
• Slim, compact and stylish design
• Reduced install cost
• Increased reliability
• Durable UV resistant exterior
• Low maintenance
• OCPP Integration

83km
is the longest gap between
ChargeNet chargers in
the North Island
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The UFC is a truly unique solution, offering
scalable power and charging for up to 4
vehicles at once; 2x DC (CCS and/or CHAdeMO)
and 2x AC (43kW type 2 tethered and 22kW
type 2 socket). This intuitive solution will adjust
DC output between the connectors depending
on the type and state of charge and will allow
simultaneous uninterrupted maximum AC
output. The true home for a Delta UltraFast
Charger is a busy, mixed fleet environment,
a valet service or a logistical hub. As like the
whole Delta DC range, the UFC uses OCPP
for communications, allowing a multitude of
control, monitoring and reporting functions.

ULTRAFAST

General Specifications
Voltage

400V/50-60 Hz

Enclosure rating

IP55

Enclosure material

Steel

Operating temperature

-25 to +45

Dimension (HxWxD)

2079mm x 852mm x 998mm

RAPID

MODE4

OCPP

FEATURES
• User-friendly interface and RFID authentication
featuring a 7” graphical colour display
• Standard network connectivity (OCPP 1.6)
• Automatic dynamic charging, charge up to 4
cars in parallel
• Built in electrical protection
• CHAdeMo compliance
• IEC61851-22 /-23 /-24 compliance
• IEC61851-21-2 compliance
• Compliant with IEC 61000-6-1 /-2 /-4
• CE Compliance

The hypercharger fleet is based on smart,
modular power stacks with different power
ratings of 75kW, 150kW, 220kW or 300kW.
The 220kW and 300kW provide unrivalled
current capability of more than 500A
limited by the current cable technology
and the overall power rating. They can
configured to all charging standards,
including CCS 2 and CHAdeMO. It’s ultra
fast performance awaits the EVs which can
cope with the ability.

hypercharger

General Specifications

Model Specifications

Voltage

400-480V/50-60 Hz

MODEL

75kW

150kW

Enclosure rating

IP54

Power Rating

3ph 250A/75kW

3ph 500A/150kW

Enclosure material

Steel

Tethered/Socket

CCS2, CHadeMo

CCS2, CHadeMo

Operating temperature

-30 to +55

Additional Features

RFID, ISO 15118

RFID, ISO 15118

Dimension (HxWxD)

75kW / 150kW: 2185mm x 420mm x 663mm
225kW / 300kW: 2185mm x 732mm x 663mm

RAPID

MODE4

OCPP

FEATURES: 75kW/150kW
• Benchmark current density with up to 500ADC
• Full power capability starting as low as 300V battery
voltage
• Future-proof wide ouput voltage range of 150V tp
1000V
• Highly integrated system in a compact design
• Parallel DC-charging
• Scalable and upgradable power due to hypercharger
Power-Stack concept
FEATURES: 225kW/300kW
• Benchmark current density with maximum 700ADC
for (cable limitation 500A currently)
• Future-proof wide output voltage range from 150V to
1000V
• Highly integrated system in a compact design
• Up to two vehicle outlets possible (CSS and
CHAdeMO)
• Scalable power due to hypercharger power stack
concept

225kW

300kW

3ph 500A/250kW

3ph 1000A/300kW

(2) CCS2, CHadeMo
and AC

(2) CCS2, CHadeMo
and AC

RFID, ISO 15118

RFID, ISO 15118

The SECURICHARGE:EV OPENCHARGE wallmounted charging point is a heavy-duty and
vandal-resistant unit, providing the perfect
solution for exposed locations. This durable
OCPP compliant charging unit can offer a
simple pay-to-charge solution via the EV
driver’s smartphone and/or RFID card/fob
authorisation through any chosen OCPP back
office management system. Available in 2way
version, providing Mode 3 fast charging in
7.2kW or 22kW speeds, this unit features a built
in cellular antenna and Ethernet connection.

SECURICHARGE:EV

General Specifications

Model Specifications
MODEL

7.2kW

22kW

Power Rating

1ph 32A/7.2kW

3ph 32A/22kW

Steel

Tethered/Socket

T2 Socket

T2 Socket

Operating temperature

-30 to +50

Additional Features

RFID, Amenity Light

RFID, Amenity Light

Dimension (HxWxD)

575mm x 320mm x 155mm

Voltage

7.2kW: 230V AC/50Hz (Single Phase)
22kW: 400V AC/50Hz (3 Phase)

Enclosure rating

IP54

Enclosure material

FAST

MODE3

OCPP

ENERGY
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FEATURES:
• Mode 3 (IEC 61851-1) fast charging
• Available in 2way & 7.2kW (32A) / 22kW (32A) versions
• 7.2kW: Type 2 (IEC 62196) charging socket(s) c/w security
hatchlock(s)
• 22kW: Type 2 (IEC 62196) 3 phase charging socket(s) c/w
security hatchlock(s)
• OCPP 1.6 compliant
• Remote firmware updates
• Built-in RFID reader
• Built-in DC sensitive protective device
• Built-in AC overload & fault current protection
• Built-in LED charging status indicator socket halo(s)
• Built-in class 1 MID compliant kWh meter(s)
• Easy to install & maintain
• IP Rated, UV stabilised, corrosion resistant & fire retardant

The QUANTUM:EV OPENCHARGE pedestal
is a sophisticated and resilient EV charging
point, providing a combination of durability
and impeccable design for all locations. This
ultra-modern OCPP compliant pedestal
can offer a simple pay-to-charge solution
via the EV driver’s smartphone and/or RFID
card/fob authorisation through any chosen
OCPP back office management system.
Available in 2way version, providing Mode 3
fast charging in 7.2kW or 22kW speeds, this
unit features a built in cellular antenna and
Ethernet connection.

QUANTUM:EV

General Specifications

Model Specifications
MODEL

7.2kW

22kW

Power Rating

1ph 32A/7.2kW

3ph 32A/22kW

Steel

Tethered/Socket

T2 Socket

T2 Socket

Operating temperature

-30 to +50

Additional Features

RFID, Amenity Light

RFID, Amenity Light

Dimension (HxWxD)

1440mm x 375mm x 275mm

Voltage

7.2kW: 230V AC/50Hz (Single Phase)
22kW: 400V AC/50Hz (3 Phase)

Enclosure rating

IP66

Enclosure material

FAST

MODE3

OCPP
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FEATURES:
• Mode 3 (IEC 61851-1) fast charging
• Available in 2way & 7.2kW (32A) / 22kW (32A) versions
• 7.2kW: Type 2 (IEC 62196) charging socket(s) c/w security
hatchlock(s)
• 22kW: Type 2 (IEC 62196) 3 phase charging socket(s) c/w
security hatchlock(s)
• OCPP 1.6 compliant
• Remote firmware updates
• Built-in RFID reader
• Photocell controlled LED amenity lighting head
• Surface or root mountable
• Built-in AC overload & fault current protection
• Built-in DC sensitive protection
• Built-in LED charging status indicator socket halo(s)
• Built-in class 1 MID compliant kWh meter(s)
• Easy to install & maintain
• IP Rated, UV stabilised, fire retardant, IK10 impact &
corrosion resistant

ACCESSORIESAVAILABLE
Cables
We carry stock across our 8 national warehouses of all cables to
ensure your urgent requirements are met. Our cables are of the
highest quality and available in a variety of configurations and
lengths.

EVCABT1T2-5

TYPE 1 7kW CHARGING CABLE, 5M

EVCABT1T2-10

TYPE 1 7kW CHARGING CABLE, 10M

EVCABT2T2-5

TYPE 2 7kW CHARGING CABLE, 5M

EVCABT2T2-10

TYPE 2 7kW CHARGING CABLE, 10M

EVCAB3T2T2-5

TYPE 2 22kW CHARGING CABLE, 5M

Pedestals
Specifically designed to complement the Delta AC Mini + & DC
WallBox should you not have the space and/or requirement for wallmounting. Our high-quality pedestals are designed to weather the
elements and are fully powder coated steel. Custom pedestals are
available for those unique requirements – just ask us!

DCWBPEDESTAL

DELTA 25KW DC EV CHARGER PEDESTAL

ACMINIPEDESTAL

DELTA 7KW AC EV CHARGER PEDESTAL –
SINGLE MOUNT

ACMINIDUALPED

DELTA 7KW AC EV CHARGER PEDESTAL –
DUAL MOUNT

Hooks
Simply tidy up your EVSE charging cable with our basic hook or
ensure its security with our locking accessory.

EVHOOK-BASIC

EVSE CHARGING CABLE HOOK – BASIC

EVHOOK-LOCK

EVSE CHARGING CABLE HOOK LOCKING
ACCESSORY

GETTING
UP TO
SPEED
WITH EV
CHARGING

MODE2

MODE4

Non-dedicated circuit and plug,
charging with cable-incorporated
RCD protection

Dedicated rapid charging,
DC supply

CHARGING

CHARGING

MODE 4 is a necessary service function for

MODE 2 can be used for the charging of an

rapid charging, for use as roadside assistance

electric vehicle in locations where there is no

and service station charging

dedicated charging installation (Mode 3 or 4,

on long journeys.

see below). Mode 2 cables are provided with
an in-cable control box (including RCD), set
and adjusted to a specific charging power,
and guarantee the provision of RCD protection
during charging.

EVSE: Electric Vehicle
Supply Equipment –
an external charging
station designed to
supply power to your
electric vehicle either
via the onboard charger
or directly to the battery
bank (depending on
the type of charge)

MODE3
CHARGING

THERE ARE
4 KEY MODES
(AS DEFINED IN THE
STANDARD EN 61851-1)
FOR THE CHARGING
OF AN ELECTRIC
VEHICLE

Fixed and dedicated plug or socket
MODE 3 can be used for the charging of an
electric vehicle and this is the preferred solution
in the long term. Mode 3 chargers are defined
in 2 configurations, either with a tethered cable
or a dedicated socket-outlet.

TYPES OF CHARGING
AND STANDARD
CHARGING TIMES
Based on a 24kWh battery
Slow: using a standard 13 amp
supply (10 – 12 hours for full
charge) or using a 16 amp supply
(6 – 8 hours for full charge)

MODE
MODE 1 IS NOT
SUPPORTED IN
NEW ZEALAND

2-4

Fast: uses single or three phase
32 amp supply (3 – 4 hours for full
charge)
Rapid: uses a AC or DC supply
(typically 80% charge in 30 mins)
most Electric Highway sites tend
to be 50kW DC / 43kW AC.
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CONNECTOR GUIDE

GLOSSARY
A Amps

CSS2 Tethered

AC Alternative Current
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle

CHAdeMO Tethered
NZ 15A Socket
Type 2 Socket
Type 1 Tethered

CCS1 Combined Charging System 1
CCS2 Combined Charging System 2
CHAdeMO CHArge de MOve
DC Direct Current
EV Electric Vehicle
EVSE Electric Vehicle Supply

Type 2 Tethered

Equipment
kW KiloWatt
kWh KiloWatt Hour
OCPP Open Charge Point Protocol
PAYG Pay as you go
PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
RCBO Residual-current Circuit Breaker
with Overcurrent protection
RCD Residual Current Devices
RFID Radio-frequency
Identification
TLA Three Letter Acronym
YHI Yew Huat International

PLUG IN

James Cozens
james.cozens@charge.net.nz
027 536 3346

www.charge.net.nz

